
Useful Tips To Measure Your Space
Before Furniture Shopping

 

Every house has different furniture settings
and space requirements. To make sure that
your furniture turns out to be a perfect fit,
you need to measure the space available
before buying furniture items.

 

Measure Your
Doors, Hall &
Stairs

 
Doors, hallways and stairs are ‘tight spots’. So
measure the length and width of entries and
passages. Be sure that the length as well as
diagonal height of sofa or width of cabinet are less
than the height and width of your door and
passage.

 

Measure The
Room

 After measuring the entry to room, measure the distance of wall
opposite to the door from entry to make sure that the furniture
can enter and be rotated in the room easily. Measure the length

and width of room and height of the ceiling. Take a note of any
hangings from the ceiling.

  

Locate The
Windows &

Power Outlets
 Have a fair idea of the

windows and power outlets in
the room. Make sure that your

furniture doesn’t block the
window or hide the power

outlets rendering them out of
reach. Be cautious of

electronics that might be
plugged in the power outlets

and maintain safety.
  

Know Your
Mattress

 
Beds come in various sizes and tempting designs but after you have
measured the space, be sure of your comfort and decide on the bed
that fits well. Be careful of the size of mattresses so that they rest
properly within the bed boundaries. 

 

TV Units
 

A common mistake arises while buying TV units as
the TV size mentioned by the companies is the

diagonal length of the screen and the frame
holding the screen or the stand of TV are not

included in the size. So, measure the outline of TV
before buying TV & entertainment centers.
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